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Welcome to the
Patoss conference
programme
This year we are celebrating over 30 years
of Patoss. Yet,this time last year we never
would have imagined the world we are
experiencing now, with the coronovirus
COVID-19 impacting so thoroughly on all
our lives – both personal and professional.
Providing this conference virtually we are
certain you will enjoy this celebratory event.
I would like to extend particular thanks
to our wonderful speakers this year, all of
whom have risen to the challenge of using
a virtual platform to assure they can share
their knowledge and support our continuing
quest to relate research and improvements
in our field.
In addition to the articles and illustrations
from our speakers we are pleased to have
further contributions to this book from Sir
Jim Rose on supporting our expectations
for making every child a reader [70], Jane
Dupree on delivering support virtually [74]
and from some of our Patoss founding
members on the early beginnings of Patoss
[page 80].
I would also like to thank two organisations
for their support, our sponsors, Gallagher
who provide our Patoss insurance schemes
for members and Microlink.
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Keynote
A
Prof Maryanne Wolf
Summary of Patoss lecture

‘The Reading
Brain and
Dyslexia in a
Digital Age’

University of California
Introduction

This presentation will describe the arc of my research into the reading brain
and dyslexia and its implications for many important questions which we face
in this historical “hinge moment”, when our culture moves ineluctably from a
print-based culture to a digital one. As both a scholar of the reading brain and
an advocate for children and individuals with dyslexia, I hope to show how
this research helps us to understand how most children learn to read and why
some cannot, whether for neurobiological reasons and/or environmental ones.
In the process, I hope to demonstrate that knowledge about dyslexia helps
many children learn to read and helps to provide teachers with more refined
information on how to assess, predict, instruct, and intervene with all their
children.
My ultimate goal in the presentation may be a surprising one: it is to underscore
literacy’s contributions to the intellectual development of the species and
the necessity to conceptualize literacy as one of our most important and
basic human rights. Towards these ends, knowledge and insights from many
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Address
disciplines will be integrated: from cognitive neuroscience,
developmental psychology, and psycholinguistics to
literature, philosophy, and
education---all in the pursuit of understanding how the
acquisition of literacy has changed the cognitive, socialemotional, and ethical development of human beings.
The structure of the talk will be to present research
that spans three decades in three major areas: 1) an
understanding of the reading brain circuit and the
multiple component processes that are necessary for its
basic acquisition in children and its fruition in what I have
called deep reading processes; 2) a conceptualization
of dyslexia which emphasizes multiple sources of
possible impediments---with radical implications for
early prediction, more refined assessment, and targeted
interventions for different learners; and 3) an examination
of the positive and negative effects of digital culture for
deep reading in individuals and for global literacy in a
connected world.

led to some of our most recent, and most important RANbased research. With MIT neuroscientists John Gabrieli and
my former PhD student Ola Ozernov-Palchik, we conducted
the largest pre-reading, prediction study of Kindergarten
children and demonstrated the capacity to predict dyslexia
subtypes before children ever develop the destructive
emotional sequelae of reading failure. What is critical
about these results is that they provide the basis for early
targeted intervention for various subtypes of children.
Indeed, intervention is the goal of much of the research I
will describe. For example, with funding from the National
Institute for Child Health and Human Development, my
colleagues and I created a form of intervention (RAVE-O)
based on addressing key components of the reading circuit,
which, in turn, helps us target diverse dyslexia profiles,
not just the more typical ones that are based largely on
phonological challenges. Recent randomized, treatmentcontrol studies of this intervention with colleagues Robin

Because my recent work on deep reading processes
represents an area less known by researchers in dyslexia,
I will provide a more elaborated description of how
the expert reading brain activates some of the most
sophisticated cognitive, linguistic, and affective processes
we possess: from drawing analogies with our background
knowledge; to eliciting empathy and compassion from
perspective-taking; to using inference and induction
to make critical analytical judgments when we read. A
very important emphasis will be placed on the role of
the “contemplative function” that lies at the heart of the
deepest forms of reading and that is the basis for insight,
novel thought, and generativity.
The integration of theoretical and applied research in these
various areas has led to a series of major contributions
including: 1) the expanded, early diagnosis of dyslexia
across multiple languages through what is called the RAN/
RAS naming speed tests and the resulting research into
specific profiles of dyslexia; 2) the creation of new forms
of multi-component interventions for dyslexia based on
the reading brain circuit; and 3) the expanded study of the
effects of digital culture on both deep reading processes
and on efforts towards the amelioration of global illiteracy.
For example, I will highlight some of my originating
research with neurologist Martha Bridge Denckla, with
whom I published the RAN/RAS naming speed tests, one
of the two best predictors of dyslexia in every language
tested. I will discuss how the use of RAN has expanded our
understanding of the heterogeneity within dyslexia, which
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Morris and Maureen Lovett will be described, in order
to demonstrate both the critical importance of early
assessment of children and also the significant advances
possible with early, multi-componential interventions for
struggling readers.
One of the least expected areas of research on reading
emerged for me after I finished my first book for the
public, Proust and the Squid: The Story and Science of the
Reading Brain. After working seven years on this book on
reading, I looked up while writing the last chapter, only
to discover--- not unlike Rip Van Winkle--- that reading
had changed under all our collective fingertips. I realized
that digital culture was changing the reading brain, but
I did not know how. Over the last ten years, therefore, I
sought to understand both the positive and pernicious
effects of digital culture on children. For example, with
colleagues at MIT and Georgia State University, I began to
explore a digital approach to global literacy, called Curious
adults. Perhaps the most worrisome finding, less robust
comprehension for young adults when screen reading,
will prove a wake-up call for the need for more in-depth
research into this game-changing set of findings.

Learning. In this initiative, digital tablets based on mapping
the reading brain circuit have been deployed in Ethiopia,
Uganda, South Africa, India, Australia, and rural United
States for non-literate children who have either no schools
or inadequate instruction.
Although I am convinced of the great contributions
that can be made through digital mediums, particularly
for non-literate and struggling readers, I am equally
concerned about the unforeseen changes in cognition
and affect that accompany continuous digital use in both
children and adults. My two last books, Tales of Literacy
for the 21st Century (2016,) and Reader, Come Home: The
Reading Brain in a Digital World (August, 2018), chronicle
the knowledge we now possess about the cognitive and
linguistic changes noted in very young children (from
infancy to age five), school-aged children, and young
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The thrust of this aspect of my presentation is to highlight
both the knowledge and the societal will needed to
preserve the extraordinary contributions of the deep
reading brain, most especially critical analysis and
empathy, for the future of reading, and indeed the future
of our society. For, the centrality of these processes to
the future development of our next generation must be
of ultimate concern to a democratic society. That said,
my goal in bringing a critical eye to the threats of digital
culture and screen reading is not to suggest that we
simply return to print. Rather, my goal in this presentation
and in my professional life is to propel research that will
help forge a foundation of deep reading that can be used
across mediums for all readers in our next generation.
For those of us working with individuals with dyslexia,
digital technology can sometimes be the best and most
important tool we possess in building skills like fluency and
engagement. There are no tidy binaries here.
I end my presentation, much as I ended Reader, Come
Home, by proposing a developmental approach to the
building of a biliterate brain for those who follow. By
creating a pathway that will expand the present reading
brain with newly acquired technological skills, while
preserving the deep reading processes developed over the
last centuries, I believe we will meet the challenges of this
“hinge moment”. It is this hope that I wish to share with all
the members of PATOSS. For, we are all stewards of the next
generation.

Details

Professor Maryanne Wolf is Director, Center for Dyslexia,
Diverse Learners, and Social Justice at the UCLA Graduate
School of Education and Information Studies.
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The Reading Brain and
Dyslexia in a Digital Age

Slides 1-3

The Reading Brain and Dyslexia in a Digital Age
Maryanne Wolf
PATOSS, April, 2020

Center for Dyslexia, Diverse Learners, and Social Justice

THE MISSION
Literacy is a basic
human right.
Across all learners,
all ages, all
backgrounds.

Reading as the ‘Canary in the Mind’
• Literacy changes the brain,
which changes the individual,
which changes society,
which changes the future of the
species.
• This has all begun to change.
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The Reading Brain and
Dyslexia in a Digital Age
The HINGE MOMENT:
From Print Culture to Digital World

My Research Journey: Connecting Research
on the Reading Brain and Dyslexia
Across Ages and Cultures
How does the study of the reading
brain and dyslexia help all
individuals learn to read?
What connotes dyslexia?
Can we predict its forms before
children fail and intervene earlier
in more targeted ways?
What will change in digital culture?

Gene
Cognitive
Behaviors

Brain
Areas

Classrooms

THE WORK:
Connecting
Neuroscience with
Education and Vice
Versa
Neural
Circuits
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Cell /
Neuron

Slides 4-9

Why Neuroscience and Education?
“Parents and educators must have a better understanding
of what reading changes in a child’s brain.
I am convinced that increased knowledge of these circuits
will greatly simplify the teacher’s task.”
Stanislas Dehaene

The Reading Circuit:
The Basis of Reading Development,
Differential Diagnosis, and Instruction

The human brain was
never born to read.

Each reader creates a
new, plastic reading
circuit from older
cognitive and
linguistic structures.

PLASTICITY: Multiple Circuits Possible

English

Chinese &
Kanji
Japanese
Kana

Brain can rearrange
itself in multiple
ways to read,
depending on
writing system,
educational
methods, and
medium.
Bolger, Perfetti, & Schneider
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The Reading Brain and
Dyslexia in a Digital Age
How does the Young Brain Learn to Read?
Each new reader must
create a new reading
circuit by developing older
cognitive and linguistic
structures and later
connecting them.

Phonemes
Orthography
Semantics
Syntax
Morphology

Phoneme
Awareness
Explicit
emphasis on
sounds’
representations
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Slides 10-15

Semantic
Development in
Every Book and
Story

30 Million Word Gap DOES NOT END

Best to Start Early…Heckman Curve: Highest Rate
of Return for Investment in Early Childhood

Source: Dr. Jacques Vandergaag, University of Amsterdam, 2004
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The Reading Brain and
Dyslexia in a Digital Age
REACH OUT AND‘ READ & BRING ME A BOOK

Shared reading “stimulates optimal
patterns of brain development at a
critical time in child development,
which, in turn, builds language,
literacy, and social-emotional skills
that last a lifetime.”
American Academy of Pediatrics
High, P. C. and P. Klass (2014). "Literacy promotion: an essential component of primary care pediatric practice.”

Effects of Parents Reading to Young

John Hutton et al, Cincinnati Hospital for Children
Left Hemisphere

o Semantic Processing
(Understanding)
o Visual Imagery
o Controlled for household
income

Greater home literacy is associated with a stronger response in
children with family history of dyslexia (FHD)
Home Literacy
High
Medium
Low

Norton et al., in prep
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Slides 16-21

The First Circuit: A Decoding
Brain
Connected in Milliseconds

Dehaene, 2015

How Does the Circuit Move
from Decoding to Deep Reading ? With TIME

Deep Reading
Background Knowledge
Analogical Thinking
Inference, Deduction/Induction
Perspective Taking/Empathy
Critical Analysis
Insight, Reflection, and Novel
Thought
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The Reading Brain and
Dyslexia in a Digital Age
Background Knowledge:
Basis of Analogical Thought
Reading is cumulative and
proceeds with geometric
progression: each new
reading builds upon what
the read has read before.

“

“

Alberto Manguel
A History of Reading

Empathy and Perspective-Taking :
Our Moral Laboratory

“Here is the Golden Key. It is the
capacity to pass over to others
and come back to ourselves. We
all have the capacity, but we do
not all discover it, come to use
it, learn to pass over. “
John S. Dunne

Inference, Deduction, Empathy, and Critical Analysis

Our deep reading brain favors Miss
Marple more than Holmes.
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Slides 22-27

Deep Reading Brain: Basis of Insight & Novel Thought

The Deep Reading Brain
….requires both milliseconds
during the reading act and
years of formation to
connect critical thought and
empathy to insight.
Never a given in typical
readers, it is critical to
connect to noted strengths
for novel thought in dyslexia
.

Connecting
Reading Brain to
Cerebrodiversity
&
Dyslexia
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The Reading Brain and
Dyslexia in a Digital Age
Dyslexia Brain
Organization: Testimony
to Species’ Diversity
Entrepreneurs

Arts & Science
Alexander Graham Bell
Lewis Caroll
Leonardo Da Vinci
Antoni Gaudi
Pablo Picasso
Robert Rauschenberg
Auguste Rodin
Steven Spielberg
Nikola Tesla
Ben Wolf Noam

Richard Branson
John Chambers
Stephen Cloobeck
Walt Disney
Sharon Hewitt
William Hewlett
David Hornik
Steve Jobs
Ingvar Kamprad
Craig McCaw
Jamie Oliver
Anita Roddick
Charles Schwab

Was Leonardo da Vinci Dyslexic?
Extraordinary Mix of Strengths and Weaknesses

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Artist and Architect and Designer
Problem -Solving Genius
Brilliant Pattern- Analysis and
Analogical Thinking
Thinking Beyond any Box
Could not learn Latin
Strengths in Geometry, but not
simple algebra
Unusual mirror writing
Classical Education not possible
Vasari’s Descriptions of Ideal Life

Slides 28-33

Strengths: Pattern- Analysis & Analogical Thought

da Vinci’s rule:
“All the branches of a tree at every stage of its height
when put together are equal in thickness to the trunk
below them.”
“All the branches of a river at every stage of its
course, if they are of equal rapidity, are equal to the
body of the main stream”

Strengths: Designs with
Thinking Outside ANY Box

Weaknesses in Latin & Word-Retrieval
Differences in Handwriting
da Vinci’s
Unique/Secret
Writing
(Atlantis Codex)
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The Reading Brain and
Dyslexia in a Digital Age
Strengths: Geometry vs. Weakness: Algebra
Would have
excelled in
Impossible
“Figures Tasks
(von Karolyi,
Winner,
Sherman)

Vasari’s Description of da Vinci’s SelfDescription and Favorite Wish
Self-description: “An Unlettered Man”
Leonardo da Vinci’s wish:
“To have someone always beside him to
read to him.”

Was Leonardo da Vinci Dyslexic?
Extraordinary Mix of Strengths and Weaknesses

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Artist and Architect and Designer
Problem -Solving Genius
Brilliant Pattern- Analysis and
Analogical Thinking
Thinking Beyond any Box
Could not learn Latin
Strengths in Geometry, but not
simple algebra
Unusual mirror writing
Classical Education not possible
Vasari’s Descriptions of Ideal Life

Slides 34-39

Observations of Entrepreneurs with
Dyslexia (Kaufman Foundation Summit)
Perceived Strengths

Perceived Weaknesses

• Ability to visualize factors
while problem solving
• Capacity for making
unexpected connections
and analogies
• Spatial strength
• Thinking outside the box
• Resilience

• Slower, dysfluent reading
and lack of enjoyment in
reading
• Word-retrieval issues and
foreign language learning
• Short-term memory
• Misperceptions from
others about dyslexia

Current Neuroscience of Dyslexia
Extraordinary Mix of Strengths, Weaknesses, Protective Factors
& Resilience (from Hoeft at UCSF)
RELATIVE STRENGTHS

RELATIVE WEAKNESSES

phonological
processing

visuo-spatial/ threedimensional &
pattern analysis

selective
attention

cognitive

Implicit procedural learning
short-term memory

explicit memory
comprehension

IQ, reasoning, oral
language
comprehension …

Grit, Resilience, Mindset,
Empathy

Naming speed &
Word-retrieval
character traits,
socio-emotional

Fumiko Hoeft
UCSF

Integrative, Life-Span Approach to Dyslexia Research:
UCSF with Gorno-Tempini, Hoeft, et al.
Brain structure & function

Brain electrical activity
EEG

fMRI
MEG

DTI

NIRS
MRI

EEG / MEG

Genetics

Brain stimulation

TMS / tDCS
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The Reading Brain and
Dyslexia in a Digital Age
.

Dyslexia
Paradox

Identification in Grade 2
or 3 is the norm.

Nadine Gaab

Early intervention is best

Lovett, Wolf, Morris, et al., in press

Can we predict before reading
begins?

Best Known Predictors:
Phonological Processes and Naming Speed
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Slides 40-45

• The Unexpected Beauty of Naming Speed’s Ability to
Foreshadow the Reading Brain Circuit and its Fluency
Estimation of the brain’s ability to recognize a visual
symbol and name it accurately.

How quickly can the brain
integrate visual and language
processes?

Typical
Readers
Visual
Recognition
0-100 MSEC

Dyslexic
Readers
Delay

Word Speciﬁc
Activation
150 MSEC

Delay

Phonological
Processing
180-300 MSEC

Delay

Semantic
Processing
200-500 MSEC

Delay

Activation for RAN
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The Reading Brain and
Dyslexia in a Digital Age
• From RAN and RAS and the Double-Deficit Hypothesis
to its Expansion in Multi-Deficit Profiles in Dyslexia

Six Distinct Profiles of Early
Reading

Ozernov-Palchik et al., 2016

Stability of Early Reading Profiles
1st grade
• 100% of children remained in the same groups

Ozernov-Palchik et al., 2016
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Slides 46-51

Phonics emphases
on explicit decoding
principles and
phoneme awareness

AFTER READING
BEGINS: WHERE ARE
WE?
The Great, Unnecessary
Debate

Whole Language
emphases on implicit
learning from words
and texts

Two Decades of
Intervention Studies
Robin Morris, Maureen Lovett,
Maryanne Wolf

Reverse Engineering of Reading Brain
Components

Explicit
emphases on
circuit parts and
how
words work

”Deep reading”
comprehension
processes

Their
millisecond
connections
Dehaene, 2015
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The Reading Brain and
Dyslexia in a Digital Age
One Example of Multi-Component
Intervention: RAVE-O and its Characters

Metacognitive
Strategies Embodied
in Characters for
each Component of
a Reading Circuit

Multi-component Intervention

Effect Sizes
avg .99 over
14 measures

Early v. Later Intervention Effects

Test of Word
Reading
Efficiency sight
words
(raw scores)
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Slides 52-57

All children with dyslexia are struggling readers,
but not all struggling readers are dyslexic
• Kindergarteners from Low-SES families significantly more likely to become
poor readers than children from High-SES
High SES

Low SES
44
%

16
%

SES modulates risk

OO4

reading outcomes
No
Risk

Risk

No
Risk

Risk

Three Areas of Systemic Change to

Transform the Entire Concept of Dyslexia
Campaign to
increase
language and
concept
development
from 0 to 5
years

Assessment
for dyslexia
and literacy
at 5 with
teachers
trained to
give targeted
intervention
in Primary
grades

Fluent
comprehension
by grade 4 with
professional
development for
all teachers

Dehaene, 2015
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The Reading Brain and
Dyslexia in a Digital Age
New Conceptualization of Dyslexia

“ The stone that the
builders rejected has
become the chief
cornerstone….”
Psalm 118

Understanding Changes to the Reading Brain Circuit
in a Digital World

No Binaries
• Past vs. Future
• Traditional vs. Innovative
• Print vs. Digital

“We

transgress not because we try to build the new, but
because we do not allow ourselves to consider what it
disrupts or diminishes.”
- Sherry Turkle, Alone Together
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Slides 58-63

The Reading Circuit Reflects the Medium

“Every medium has its costs and weaknesses; every
medium develops some cognitive skills at the expense
of others…the Internet may develop impressive visual
intelligence, the cost seems to be to deep processing:
mindful knowledge acquisition, inductive analysis,
critical thinking, imagination and reflection.”

-Patricia Greenfield, 2009

Deep Reading:
Is It Endangered?
Background Knowledge
Perspective Taking/Empathy
Critical Analysis

Inference,
Deduction/Induction,
Analogical Thinking
Imagery

Novel Thought

Insight & Reflection

“The real question is whether the
affordances of reading on screen lead us
to a new normal, one in which length and
complexity … and memory and especially
concentration are proving more
challenging.”
Baron, 2015
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The Reading Brain and
Dyslexia in a Digital Age
What It Diminishes from Infancy to Five:
Early Language Development

Hirsh-Pasek et al. 2014
Zuckerman & Radesky, 2017

Evidence in Youth: Attention Changes

Continuous partial attention and
multi-tasking and Distraction
Requires high levels of
stimulation
Low-level threshold for boredom

Evidence in Young Adults: Comprehension Changes
(E-Read Network)
Over 50 studies from
2000 to 2017
171,055 Participants
Print superior to
screen for
comprehension
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Slides 64-69

“Skimming is the New Normal in Adults”
EVIDENCE
Less time on
concentrated
reading; more
distractions
(27/hr)

Information
increases along
with skimming,
browsing,
keyword spotting;
F or Z pattern of
reading.

Decreased
sustained
attention and
memory.
(Baron, 2014)

(Liu, 2005, 2009, 2014)

Digital Chain Hypothesis

How
MUCH
we read

HOW we
read

WHAT
we read

What is
WRITTEN

WHY we
read…

Implications for Reader
and Society
•

less time to understand complexity
and to learn empathy;
more susceptibility to false information
false fears, false hopes,
and demagoguery:
all threaten a democratic society
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The Reading Brain and
Dyslexia in a Digital Age
Proposal for a ‘Biliterate Brain’

• Parallel Paths for Print and Digital Modes
• Early Childhood Emphases on Print for Reading
• Early Emphases on Digital Mediums for Coding and
Programming
• Development of Deep Reading Skills with Print
• Explicit Teaching of Deep Reading Skills with Screens

Vygotsky’s Model of Thought and Language

Biliterate Brain
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GOAL: Deep Reading across Mediums

Deep reading across any
medium is our antidote
against false information,
demagoguery, and antipathy
towards “other”

Stewards of the Next Generation

“It would be catastrophic to become a nation of technically competent
people who have lost the ability to think critically, to examine
themselves, and to respect the humanity and diversity of others.”
Martha Nussbaum
Let us work together, PATOSS colleagues, to build a new deep
reading brain for ALL our children. We are the Stewards and this
is our “hinge moment”.
Thank you each!
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Specialist Insurance Solutions
for PATOSS members.
For over 15 years Gallagher has provided specialist insurance

Personal service is important to us so each policy holder is

solutions for PATOSS members.

assigned a dedicated Account Handler.

Working with our insurer partner this Professional Indemnity

Pay monthly, interest free is available to all PATOSS members.*

product is exclusive to PATOSS members.

Call the team today to discuss your insurance needs

Combine your Professional Indemnity cover with the
following products:

0800 288 4924

• Public Liability

Or email us patoss@ajg.com

• Employers’ Liability

www.ajg.com/uk

• Office Insurance

ARTUK-445186569

• Cyber Liability

* Interest free direct debit service is provided by Hiscox, the credit decision may include a credit check
being carried out. Please note that Hiscox has its own set of terms, conditions and charges and you
should familiarise yourself with these carefully. Tel: 0808 168 9571

© Patoss

Arthur J. Gallagher Insurance Brokers Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority. Registered Office: Spectrum Building, 7th Floor, 55 Blythswood Street, Glasgow, G2 7AT.
Registered in Scotland. Company Number: SC108909. FP22-2020 Exp. 14.01.2021
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Morning
S
Dr Amelia Roberts
Summary of Patoss lecture

Wake up to
Thinking Skills:
Revitalising whole class
teaching to support the inclusion
of all learners

Introduction

What would you prefer: To be told a definition of an idea or to be guided to
construct your own definition, ideally through dialogue with your peers?
Amelia uses Thinking Skills techniques to explore the difference between
attempts to transfer knowledge compared to structuring activities to engage and
inspire learners, often through dialogue.
The key component in a Thinking Skills strategy is cognitive dissonance
(Feuerstein, 1980). Cognitive dissonance is the successful activation of ambiguity
in the mind of the learner, often stimulating a desire to discuss the problem or
venture an opinion amongst a peer group. Cognitive dissonance can be seen
as the stimulus which engages the individual, but then compels interaction
within a group. When successfully achieved, the learner, either as individual or
group participant, is likely to engage past experience to further understand the
problem and is therefore actively engaged in making meaning for him/herself
thus constructing their own learning.
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Session
The definition I used in my PhD research was:

‘Thinking Skills is the use of pedagogical strategies and
approaches such that cognitive dissonance may be
activated in any curriculum area to stimulate interest,
encourage discussion, increase motivation and promote
metacognition to enable significant learning’.
In my presentation, I will show two pictures, represented by
the following two images:

Participants will be invited to discuss the differences
between the pictures, before developing their own
definition of Thinking Skills. They will then be asked to
compare the experiences of the two teaching techniques:
being presented with a ‘correct’ definition or being
stimulated to construct their own. This is an example
of how cognitive dissonance stimulates learning and
encourages engagement.
Cognitive dissonance must be at the forefront of a
Thinking Skills pedagogy because it acts like an ignition
key, stimulating motivation and self-engagement within a
given subject area which is a pre-requisite to other types of
thinking. Ambiguity, investigation, discovery and mystery
are all approaches to teaching which utilise cognitive
dissonance.
Some time ago, I was offering student support to a 13-yearold boy who, through a combination of poor reading
skills and debilitating anxiety, was finding it difficult to
attend classes in Year 8. A teacher had set him four pages
of reading and questions on classification of species in a
Science textbook. The text was dense and the combination
of the student’s affect and low self-belief led to a
catastrophic meltdown. Yet had the work been presented
in a stimulating way, such as an ‘odd-one-out’ between a
dolphin, duck and bat (Higgins, Baumfield and Leat, 2003,
p. 13), the ensuing discussion would probably have elicited
most of the key concepts and vocabulary, while building
self-efficacy, reducing negative affect and increasing
subsequent motivation. This example illustrates the use of
cognitive dissonance to engage even the most disheartened
learner.
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I go on to discuss how Thinking Skills approaches can be powerful in supporting a wide range of learners. Children with
a range of needs, including attentional, literacy, relational, social and communication skills all benefit from approaches
that allow time for them to access prior learning, retrieve vocabulary and learn from their peers. There are many bodies
of research that feed into this notion. I focus on one body of research, the Better Communication Research Project which
focused on interventions for children with Speech, Language and Communication Needs. One of their evidence-based
outputs is the Communication Supporting Classroom Observation Tool.
Focusing on three areas: Language Learning Environment; Language Learning Interactions and Language Learning
Opportunities (shown below):

Cognitive dissonance evokes curiosity which is likely to be
part of the strategies used to engage children better in the
items specified within the above Tool:
•
•
•
•
•

Structured activities to stimulate talking
Interactive book reading, with prompt questions such
as predictions and opinions
Including all children in group activities
Encouraging child-to-child talk
Opportunities for structured conversations with
adults
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I then give examples of some activities for lesson planning
that may help to inspire Thinking Skills. These include:
• Visual frameworks to generate ideas and alternatives
• Moving knowledge from one form to another
• Open questions eg: If the subject is Food Webs

Resources
•

Prediction: What do you think would happen if all the
lettuces died?
Justification: What evidence would you look for to show
that slugs eat lettuces?
Interpreting information from a flow diagram: Which is the
longest food chain?

Communication Supporting Classroom
Observation Tool: https://www.
thecommunicationtrust.org.uk/resources/
resources/resources-for-practitioners/
communication-supporting-classroomobservation-tool.aspx

•

SprinG Project: http://www.spring-project.org.
uk/

•

NRICH Maths: https://nrich.maths.org/

An easy ‘quick tip’ is to use ‘Smart Art’ in WORD, to generate
Thinking Frameworks at the touch of a button:

•

Cognitive Acceleration: http://www.letsthink.
org.uk/

•

Thinking through Primary Teaching: https://
www.bloomsbury.com/uk/thinking-throughprimary-teaching-9781899857395/

•

Philosophy for Children: https://p4c.com/

•

Visual strategies: https://teachinghow2s.com/
blog/six-ways-visuals-help-learning

I finish the presentation by highlighting that enabling
children to learn through a Thinking Skills approach is not
only inclusive, but also intrinsically respectful because it
acknowledges the importance of a child’s prior knowledge
and experience. It places trust in children to embrace their
own learning and opens up possibilities for learning to be a
mutually enriching experience for both teacher and learner.
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References
Feuerstein, R. (1980). Instrumental enrichment : an
intervention program for cognitive modifiability: U.S.A.
University Park Press.
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More about UCL Centre for Inclusive Education: Supporting
schools, changing lives:
We have over 25 years’ experience in providing professional
development, training and strategic support to schools to
help them care for their pupils. We work with headteachers,
teachers, Special Educational Needs Co-ordinators
(SENCOs) and teaching assistants (TAs) to improve practice
in a variety of settings. We conduct our own ethicallyapproved research in schools to improve approaches for:
•Oracy and spoken language via the Supporting Spoken
Language in the Classroom (SSLiC) programme.
•Looked-after children via the Promoting the Achievement
of Looked After Children (PALAC) programme.
•Mental health and wellbeing via the Supporting Wellbeing,
Emotional Resilience and Learning (SWERL) programme.

•Teaching Assistants via the Maximising the Impact of
Teaching Assistants (MITA) programme.
•Making autism research accessible to teachers via the
Making Autism Research Accessible to Teachers (MARAT)
programme.
We work in a wide variety of ways, so please get in touch if
there’s anything we can help you with, from training events
to bespoke research and evaluations.
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/ioe/departments-and-centres/
centres/ucl-centre-inclusive-education
And don’t miss our ISEC 2020 conference with nasen:
August 3rd to 5th 2020
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/inclusive-supportive-educationconference/

Details
Dr. Amelia Roberts is a Principal Teaching Fellow at UCL and
Deputy Director of UCL Centre for Inclusive Education. Dr
Amelia Roberts’ research focuses on knowledge exchange
and reflective practice to support teachers of vulnerable
pupils and covers inclusive education, Lesson Study, Autism
and whole school approaches to Social, Emotional and
Mental Health. She is the Labour Party’s Resident Expert on
Special Educational Needs
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Wake up to Thinking
Skills
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Wake up to Thinking Skills:
Revitalising whole class teaching to
support the inclusion of all learners
Dr Amelia Roberts
Deputy Director, UCL Centre for Inclusive Education

Definition
‘Thinking Skills is the use of pedagogical
strategies and approaches such that
cognitive dissonance may be activated in
any curriculum area to stimulate interest,
encourage discussion, increase motivation
and promote metacognition to enable
significant learning’.
Roberts 2010
2

Or …. Paired activity: Difference?

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-ND
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Wake up to Thinking
Skills
Turning pair dialogue into academic
attainment:
• What differences did you spot between the two
pictures?
• In your pairs, create your own definition of
Thinking Skills.

Debrief

• What is the difference between being told
the definition of Thinking Skills and
building the definition up as part of a pair?

5

Find the imposter:
• Problem-based learning
• Cognitive Acceleration through Science
Education
• Jolly Phonics
• NRICH Maths
• Philosophy for Children
• Open Questioning
• SPRinG (Social Pedagogy Research in
Groups)
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Slides 4-9

Impact
Marzano (1998) measured an effect size of 0.54
(equivalent to 21 points on a percentile) when a teacher
uses problem-solving in a classroom and an effect size of
1.14 (37 percentile points) when experimental enquiry is
used:
‘When a teacher utilizes problem-solving to enhance
students’ understanding of content students are presented
with a situation relative to specific information or a specific
skill and then presented with obstacles relevant to that
information or skill. Such activities require students to think
about content in unusual ways, thus deepening their
understanding.’ (p. 93)
7

How does a ‘Thinking Skills’ approach support
learners with SEND?
• Anxiety
• Poor motivation
• Literacy difficulties
• Relational/social skills
• Attachment difficulties
• SLCN
Some pre-teaching/scaffolding/sentence starters
may be need…. And certainly skills take practice

8

Vocabulary, Oracy and Voice
• The role of vocabulary is extremely important.
Poor vocabulary is more common in families
with lower socio-economic status and is
correlated with poorer school success, poor
adult outcomes and poorer mental health.
• To close the social gap, vocabulary acquisition is
a core area of focus.
• Active learning opportunities can help us
improve vocabulary building
https://www.bercow10yearson.com/wpcontent/uploads/2018/03/337644-ICAN-Bercow-Report-WEB.pdf
9
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Wake up to Thinking
Skills
The Communication Supporting
Classroom Observation Tool
• Language Learning Environment
• Language Learning Interactions
• Language Learning Opportunities
10

Language learning opportunities
• Structured activities to stimulate talking
• Interactive book reading, with prompt questions such as
predictions and opinions
• Including all children in group activities
• Encouraging child-to-child talk
• Opportunities for structured conversations with adults
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13

14

Graduated Response to need
Specialist
Support

Targeted Interventions

Universal provision: High Quality Teaching and
a supportive whole school environment

15
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Wake up to Thinking
Skills
Learning and lessons
• Cognitive Dissonance and Higher-Order
Thinking
• Multi-sensory learning
• Element of playfulness
• Creativity and spontaneity
• Peer dialogue
• Linking learning to own experiences
• Judicious use of ICT
• Rich, stimulating starter activities

Removing barriers to learning: John
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Poor literacy
Poor behaviour
Low self esteem
Given a text heavy chapter from a science book
on the classification of animals
Refused the work
Lack of compliance
Rule bound environment: ‘Either do the work or
leave pastoral care room’
Crowd of people, including the kindly school
policeman, escalated the difficulty until John was
under the table

How it might have been different...
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Key elements of Thinking Skills
• Cognitive Dissonance – an idea, object, picture that creates
curiosity through ambiguity
• Using multi-sensory teaching, peer dialogue, creative problem
solving, exciting questions (Philosophy for Children)
• May involve Visual Frameworks to elicit deeper (higher order)
thinking...
• Venn Diagrams for compare and contrast
• Linked boxes for sequencing
• Seven box – Before and After diagram

Before and After...

Fortune Line Graph
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Wake up to Thinking
Skills
Developing a creative story?

Smart Art

Part/whole relationships (Maths/Romans)

Sequencing
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Cycles eg lifecycles

Contexts (habitats/history/writing)

Typical TS activities
• Visual frameworks to generate ideas and
alternatives
• Moving knowledge from one form to another
• Open questions eg: Food Webs
Prediction: What do you think would happen if all
the lettuces died?
Justification: What evidence would you look for to
show that slugs eat lettuces?
Interpreting information from a flow diagram:
Which is the longest chain?
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Wake up to Thinking
Skills
Thinking Skills and differentiation

•
•
•
•
•
•

Resource modification
Peer tuition/collaborative learning
Spidergrams/Mindmaps/Visual Frameworks
Clarification of key points or required format
Prompting to remain on task
Encouragement to deepen complexity and sophistication
of work
• Revision
• Pre/Post lesson clarification
• Verbalisation

Blooms Taxonomy Verbs
• Think about how you might use these
Higher Order Thinking processes and
activities to design a supportive, engaging,
inclusive lesson.
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Respect and Trust
•
•
•
•

Allowing the learner to engage
Trusting children to work together
Believing that pupils want to learn
Trusting your own ability to respond to the
unexpected
• Allowing fun and enjoyment into the
curriculum

Resources
• Communication Supporting Classroom Observation Tool
https://www.thecommunicationtrust.org.uk/resources/resources/resourc
es-for-practitioners/communication-supporting-classroom-observationtool.aspx
• SPRinG Project
http://www.spring-project.org.uk/
• NRICH Maths
https://nrich.maths.org/
• Cognitive Acceleration
http://www.letsthink.org.uk/

• Thinking through Primary Teaching
https://www.bloomsbury.com/uk/thinking-throughprimary-teaching-9781899857395/
• Philosophy for Children
https://p4c.com/
• Visual strategies
https://teachinghow2s.com/blog/six-ways-visualshelp-learning
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Wake up to Thinking
Skills
Professional Development, Research, Evaluations:
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/ioe/departments-andcentres/centres/ucl-centre-inclusive-education
Join us at ISEC2020!
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/ioe/events/2020/aug/inclusiveand-supportive-education-conference-isec-2020

Thank you for listening!
Questions?
Dr Amelia Roberts
amelia.roberts@ucl.ac.uk
https://iris.ucl.ac.uk/iris/browse/profile?upi=AROBE82

35
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Morning
K
Prof Kate Nation
Summary of Patoss lecture

Learning to read
and learning to
comprehend:

approaches appropriate
to teaching and
effectiveness of taking
those approaches

Introduction

The scientific study of reading has taught us a good deal about how children
learn to read. There is much though still to understand. We know relatively little
about how children develop from novice to expert: how do children move from
the laborious reading of individual words to the sense of effortlessness we, as
skilled readers, experience as we read and understand text? And why do some
children find this so difficult? This talk will reflect on how language shapes the
development of a child’s reading system, with particular emphasis on what
is clearly the ultimate goal of reading – to understand what it is that has been
read. With this as a backdrop, we will consider how best to support reading
comprehension in the classroom, drawing on recent research findings.
Any discussion of how to best support children’s reading comprehension
development must begin with an understanding of what reading is. For skilled
readers, reading typically just happens. It seems effortless yet this apparent ease
belies the complexity of what we do as we read – and the enormous task facing
children as they begin to learn about written language. Reading is the act of
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Keynote
constructing meaning from print – transforming symbols
on the page to the message intended by the writer. This
transformation requires the orchestration of a large number
of cognitive and linguistic operations, from recognising
the identity of a letter through to inferring intentions and
attitudes that are not explicit in the text (Castles, Rastle &
Nation, 2018).
What sits at the foundation of reading comprehension
is the ability to recognise words accurately and fluently.
This is the non-negotiable gateway to reading: a child who
struggles to read words will not be able to understand
what is represented by the text. While necessary and nonnegotiable, being able to identify words is not sufficient
to bring about satisfactory comprehension. As we read,
the text prompts us to pull in relevant knowledge and we
use our language and memory resources to process this
information as we read – to make connections between
elements of the text and to draw inferences about intended
meaning.

are usually poor at comprehending spoken language too
(for review, see Nation, 2005). They score less well on
measures of listening comprehension, vocabulary and
grammar, and their memory for verbal information is
compromised. These language weaknesses are evident in
the pre-school years, consistent with the view that children
who start school with low levels of oral language are at
a huge disadvantage from the outset when it comes to
reading comprehension. Despite being able to read words,
limitations in oral language limit how well the intended
message is constructed and understood, as children read
(or listen).
The study of poor comprehenders has informed our
understanding of what reading comprehension is
and why it might fail. It has also made clear that poor

We will consider the complexity of reading comprehension
by thinking about why comprehension might fail, using
the framework offered by the Simple View of Reading.
As reviewed by Nation (2019), this states that reading
comprehension is the product of two sets of skills – those
associated with reading words (variously called decoding,
word recognition, word reading), and those associated
with understanding the message (variously called
linguistic comprehension, oral language, listening). The
central message of the Simple View is that both of these
foundations are necessary and neither alone are sufficient.
For young children who are just beginning to learn to read,
or those children with dyslexia for whom word reading
is a challenge, the biggest barrier to successful reading
comprehension is not being able to read the words.
Once word reading skills are in place, however, reading
comprehension becomes more constrained by its other
foundation, linguistic comprehension. The logic of the
Simple View is illustrated clearly when we consider those
children described as ‘poor comprehenders’. This label is
given to children who read words at an age-appropriate
level but nevertheless are poor at comprehending what
they read. For these children, their comprehension
failure cannot be attributed to problems with reading
words. Instead, we need to look beyond word reading
and ask what other factors are needed for successful
comprehension.
We have learned a lot from research with children who
are poor comprehenders. Perhaps most importantly, it is
not a problem specific to reading – poor comprehenders
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comprehenders are not rare. Depending on the criteria
used to define the group, it is estimated that 7-10% of
primary-aged children
can be categorised as having poor reading comprehension,
despite being able to read words quite well. Yet, the
difficulties these children face tend to be hidden and they
are rarely referred for specialist help. This highlights the
need for effective identification and assessment as well as
instruction and intervention. We will consider both of these
topics and conclude that while reading comprehension
is not a single entity that can be taught directly, there are
clear pointers as to what should guide effective teaching.
At the foundation of an intervention there needs to be a
theory. Put simply, if X causes Y, then improving X should
bring about changes in Y. Applying this logic to reading
comprehension, research on poor comprehenders suggests
that poor oral language may cause children to be poor at
reading comprehension. If this causal theory is correct,
improving oral language (X) should lead to improvements
in reading comprehension (Y). Testing this hypothesis
produces data that deliver on two fronts. First, we learn
whether the causal relationship holds, that is, does X lead
to Y. Second, this method provides direct evidence as to
what might work best in the classroom (for discussion, see
Snowling & Hulme, 2014). Large studies using a randomised
control trial design have produced evidence in line with
the causal hypothesis. For older children fitting the poor
comprehender profile, improving oral language led to
gains in reading comprehension that maintained over time
(Clarke et al., 2010). Turning to children who start school
with low language (and therefore are at risk for reading
difficulties), intensive work on narrative and vocabulary
improved their oral language. In turn, these gains were
associated with a good start to reading comprehension
(Frike et al., 2013). We will discuss these findings and their
implications, and consider on-going work that is evaluating
them at scale and in realistic classroom settings.

References and further information
Castles, A., Rastle, K., & Nation, K. (2018). Ending the reading
wars: reading acquisition from novice to expert. Psychological
Science in the Public Interest, 19(1), 5-51.
Clarke, P.J., Snowling, M.J., Truelove, E., & Hulme, C. (2010).
Ameliorating children’s reading comprehension difficulties: a
randomised controlled trial. Psychological Science, 21, 11061116.
Fricke, S., Bowyer-Crane, C., Haley, A., Hulme, C., & Snowling,
M.J. (2013). Efficacy of language intervention in the early years.
Journal of Child Psychology and Psychiatry, 54, 280-290.
Nation, K. (2005) Children’s Reading comprehension
difficulties. In. M.J. Snowling & C. Hulme (Eds.), The science of
reading
(pp. 248-265). Oxford: Blackwell Publishing (open
version here)
Nation, K. (2019). Children’s reading difficulties, language and
reflections on the simple view of reading. Australian Journal of
Learning Difficulties, 24(1), 47-73.
Snowling, M.J., & Hulme, C. (2014). Closing a virtuous circle:
reciprocal influences between theory and practice in studies
of reading intervention. Journal of Research on Educational
Effectiveness, 7, 3, 300-306.
Snowling, M.J. Language: the elephant in the reading room.
Blogpost (with further reading) at www.readoxford.com

Details
Professor Kate Nation, Professor of Experimental Psychology,
Director of ReadOxford and Language and Cognitive
Development Research Group, University of Oxford
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Learning to read and learning
to comprehend
Learning to Read and Learning
to Comprehend
Kate Nation
University of Oxford
@ReadOxford

www.readoxford.org

Overview
1. What is reading comprehension and what do
children need to learn?
2. Who are poor comprehenders and what are
the causes of poor reading comprehension?
3. The language bases of poor reading
comprehension
4. Reflections on instruction

1. what is reading?
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Learning to read and learning to
comprehend
“Reading is a form of telepathy. By means
of inking symbols onto a page, you are
able to send thoughts and feelings from
your mind to the reader’s. It’s a magical
process, so commonplace that no one
stops to wonder at it. Reading a sentence
and understanding it are the same thing…
there is no gap during which the symbols
are unravelled. You see the word castle,
and it is there.”
From Atonement by Ian McEwan

high heritability: individual differences in
reading are, in good part, explained by genetic
influences
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what is reading?
biologically secondary skill that’s
parasitic on more primary
systems: perception, learning and
memory and language

writing is not the same as speaking, and
reading is not the same as listening
learning to read is “an unnatural act”

activate
contextuallyappropriate
meanings
identify the
words

Denise was stuck
in a jam.
She was worried
what her boss
would say.

inferences

causal
connections

background
knowledge

active construction of
meaning:
mental representation
of the situation
described by the text
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Learning to read and learning to
comprehend
Simple View of Reading (Gough & Tunmer, 1986)
Reading Comprehension = Decoding x Linguistic Comprehension
both components necessary – neither sufficient

2. who are poor
comprehenders and what are
the causes of poor reading
comprehension?

Who are Poor Comprehenders?
Kim stopped on her way to school. In the
middle of the traffic lay two children. Their
bicycles had crashed into each other. Kim
ran quickly to help. She saw that no-one
was hurt. The children pointed to a
television camera. ‘We are taking part in a
road safety lesson’ they said.
1. Where was Kim going?
2. Why did Kim stop?
3. What had happened to the bikes?
4. How do you think Kim felt?
5. What did Kim do?
6. Were the children hurt?
7. What were the children really doing?
8. How did Kim find out what was happening?
Example from Neale Analysis of Reading Ability
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Who are Poor Comprehenders?
• Average word readers for
age but poor at reading
comprehension
• Approx. 7% of population in
mid-childhood

120
110
100
90
80

• Critical that children
identified and their needs
are met
• Useful population to assess
theoretical questions

70
60

Comprehension
Skilled

Accuracy
Less-Skilled

Typical Research Strategy
• Screen classrooms to find poor comprehenders and
a comparison group (usually matched for age,
nonverbal ability and word reading)
• Design an experiment that tests whether poor
comprehenders perform differently on a specific
aspect of reading comprehension
• Most experiments are with 7-10 year olds

• For these children, not with reading words
• Difficulty holding information in memory
• Difficulty understanding words, or accessing
their meanings rapidly and in context
• Difficulty connecting ideas in text
• Difficulty making inferences
• Less knowledge and difficulty bringing
knowledge to bear when reading
• Difficulty using strategies to foster
comprehension
Nation, 2005

overlapping and interactive –
no ‘magic profile’
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Learning to read and learning to
comprehend
• For these children, not with reading words
• Difficulty holding information in memory
• Difficulty understanding words, or accessing
their meanings rapidly and in context
language, and the
• Difficulty connecting ideas in knowledge
text
that
language
• Difficulty making inferences
represents
• Less knowledge and difficulty bringing
knowledge to bear when reading
• Difficulty using strategies to foster
comprehension

overlapping and interactive –
no ‘magic profile’

Nation, 2005

3. The language bases of poor
reading comprehension

• Reading develops from an oral
language base
• Do poor comprehenders find aspects
of oral language difficult?
• And, if so, is this causally implicated in
their difficulties with reading
comprehension?
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Oral language:
complex and multi-dimensional

Semantic task: synonym judgement
vs.
Phonological task: rhyme judgement

1100
1000

Nation & Snowling, 1998

21.3%

RT (msec)

900
800
700

9.4%

600

< 1%

2.7%

500
400
300
200

Synonym Task
Poor Comprehenders

Rhyme Task
Controls

Nation & Snowling, 1998
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Learning to read and learning to
comprehend
• Considerable evidence base that
phonological aspects of language (generally)
OK
• But (many, not all) poor comprehenders
show relative weaknesses on tasks tapping
non-phonological aspects of language



Show diagram again

• Considerable evidence base that
phonological aspects of language (generally)
OK
• But many (not all) poor comprehenders show
relative weaknesses on tasks tapping nonphonological aspects of language







Show diagram again

?

fueled by good phonology
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hindered by poor language

Slides 22-27

From language to reading
• Most poor comprehenders have difficulties with
oral language
• Some (about 1/3) have clinically significant levels of
language impairment
• Yet most ‘go under the radar’
• Though note attention, behaviour, motivation and ‘poor
listening’

• Continuities with Developmental Language
Disorder

www.radld.org

DLD: children who have difficulty acquiring their
own language for no obvious reason
On average, 2 children in every class of 30 will
experience DLD severe enough to hinder
academic progress

www.seehearspeakpodcast.com

What’s cause and what’s effect?
Oral language weaknesses  poor reading
comprehension
Poor reading comprehension  oral language
weaknesses
• Reading is major determiner of vocabulary growth
• Poor comprehenders read less leading to deficits in
comprehension and vocabulary becoming compounded
over time
• Written language is harder and so places additional
challenges
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Learning to read and learning to
comprehend
• Children who go on to become poor
comprehenders:

• Are good word readers from the outset
• (have appropriate phonological skills from the outset)
• Start school with lower levels of oral language
• Language deficits not a consequence of poor reading
(though reciprocal links to be expected)

• Differences in oral language are fairly modest but
nevertheless consistent across time and across
measures – and place children at risk of poor
reading comprehension
Catts, et al., 2006; Elwér et al., 2015; Nation, et al., 2010

4. Reflections on instruction

Reading comprehension is the goal – but this is complex
and multi-faceted: it’s a product not a ‘thing’
Direct teaching at the foundations and
comprehension should follow
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Causal theories are critical to
educational practice
Research on how children learn and
the nature of their difficulties is
critical. To translate, we need:

theory

• A strong theoretical foundation
specified in cognitive mechanisms
• Rigorous evidence of effectiveness
(e.g., RCTs)
• Effective partnership and
collaboration: a virtuous circle

practice

for example….

Reading comprehension is
compromised by low oral
language

theory

practice
policy
assessment
intervention
professional training

improve oral
language and reading
should improve

• Large study of poor comprehenders aged 8-9
years
• Intensive, 20-week programme delivered by
trained TAs, 3x30 mins per week (individual
and group work)
• Oral language vs. text comprehension vs.
combined vs. control
• RCT showed all three groups improved in
reading comprehension at post-test
11 months later, children in the oral language group
showed sustained growth; gains mediated by growth in
vocabulary
Clarke, Truelove, Hulme & Snowling (2013)
Clarke, Snowling, Truelove & Hulme (2010)
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Learning to read and learning to
comprehend
Fricke, Bowyer-Crane, Haley,
Hulme & Snowling, (2013)

Selected children with low oral
language at school-entry
Oral language intervention
improved language and
transferred to reading
comprehension differences 6
months later

for more information and links to papers and resources:
readoxford.org/language-the-elephant-in-the-reading-room

educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/school-themes/literacy/
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Slides 34-39

language-rich environment
explicit instruction
and practice in
how the writing
system works
systematic phonics
[decodable books]
morphology links

and reading!

spoken language
“book language”
explicit
instruction in
vocab & grammar
in context

Active engagement
with content-rich
stories & texts
and reading!

Take Home Messages I
• Reading comprehension is complex and multifaceted
• Poor word reading is a major block to reading
comprehension, but some children read well yet
understand poorly
• Poor oral language likely to underpin range of
differences on experimental tasks (vocabulary,
memory, integration, inference…)

Take Home Messages II
• Good evidence that improving oral language is
associated with gains in reading comprehension
• Low oral language at school entry is a major risk
factor
• intervention at/just before school entry produces
positive effects

• Implications for assessment and intervention:
who, what and when

© Patoss
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Learning to read and learning to
comprehend
@ReadOxford

Further Information

www.seehearspeakpodcast.com

www.readoxford.org



Available free to download from the journal:
Psychological Science in the Public Interest



‘poor comprehenders’



‘classic dyslexia’
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Slides 40-45





DLD
(sometimes)
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Great Expec
Sir Jim Rose

Great
Expectations:
Every Child
a Reader

This paper comments upon aspects of a vital person-to-person service, notably,
the successful teaching of reading irrespective of children’s socio-economic
status (SES) and inherent learning difficulties, such as, dyslexia.
We have come a long way from the state of affairs in 1807 when Nicholas
Vansittart, the then Secretary of the Treasury said: ‘I do not think… that the
occupiers of lands and houses should be taxed in order that all the children in
the country should be taught to read and write, especially when it is doubtful
whether writing will be of any real use.’1
Those were the days when hymns contained verses such as –‘The rich man in his
castle/ The poor man at his gate/ He made them high and lowly/ And ordered
their estate’ – a verse from ‘All Things Bright and Beautiful’, which my school
‘class‘ mates and I sang with gusto, throughout our primary school years, totally
without understanding its meaning - the verse has long since been expunged.
Vansittart’s concluding phrase: ….’especially when it is doubtful whether writing
1 Quoted in Thorne, RG, The House of Commons, 1790-1820, Volume 5, p 437 (History of Parliament Trust 1987)¬
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ctations
will be of any real use.’ ... is interesting in that he does not
equate writing with reading. Presumably, he thought it
was necessary to read in order to read the Bible so that
the populace of the poor would ‘know their place’. Writing
on the other hand risked teaching them how to answer
back in a more permanent form of protest. Nowadays, of
course, an over-riding goal of education is ‘Every Child a
Reader’, capable of writing legibly with accurate spelling
and grammar.

Despite what ministers and policy makers might do to raise
standards of literacy and tackle the dire consequences
of illiteracy, they can only do so much. As Margaret
Thatcher said in 1975: ‘Many of our troubles are due to
the fact that our people run to politicians for everything’2
. All of which raises the question: what are reasonable
expectations for ‘our people’ to have of our politicians
and schools so as to hold them to account? Further, the
rules of the accountability game require users of services
to be accountable. Parents, for example, are accountable
for the quality of parenting as underlined in a 2007 policy
statement: ‘Governments do not raise children – parents
do.’
The current government manifesto3 talks about the value
of establishing ‘strong families’, the importance of which
for nurturing children’s language development and much
else is undeniable. Over seventy years ago an eminent
professor wrote: ‘It is good for teachers to remember that
parents brought up their children in the life of the tribe long
before schoolmasters were thought of, and for professors
of education to acknowledge that they are a recent
excrescence on the educational structure’4 (M.V.C. Jeffreys,
Professor of Education, University of Birmingham 1950).
As parents these days, many of us find the life of the
tribe has become so uncomfortably fast moving and
disconcertingly complex that, in bringing up children,
we need all the help we can get from the rest of the tribe.
Sometimes help comes in questionable forms; technology,
as ever, is ready to ‘help’. The Times recently reported that:
‘Busy parents unable to get home to read their children
a bedtime story are being offered a fairy tale solution
to reduce their guilt…’. A new feature on Google’s smart
features enables parents to record themselves reading the
likes of Little Red Riding Hood or The Gruffalo to be played
when they cannot be there in person.’5 We might want to
discuss the wisdom of so doing.
Virtual parenting, not withstanding, assuming that
2 Thatcher Speech to National Press Club 19th September 1975
https://www.margaretthatcher.org/document/102770 accessed 28/2/2020
3 https://assets-global.website-files.
com/5da42e2cae7ebd3f8bde353c/5dda924905da587992a064ba_Conservative%202019%20
Manifesto.pdf Accessed 28-2-20 ‘strong families’ p14
4 Glaucon -An Inquiry into the aims of education, Professor M.V.C. Jefferies (Pitman 1950).
5 https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/parents-can-record-bedtime-stories-with-google-smartspeakers-pp2tfk3dd Accessed 28/2/20
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politicians provide the means, parents and
teachers working together, are the ‘dynamic duo’
most likely to enable children to achieve the
looked-for high standards of literacy and the full
benefits of education.
At the very least, ‘our people’ quite reasonably
expect our politicians to provide schools which
teach children how to read successfully. Moreover,
since ‘no school can be better than its teachers’,
the quality of teaching and teacher training must
also be open to scrutiny and kept under review.
In England, these functions are undertaken by
school inspections and rigorous assessments
of children’s attainment – both of which are not
without controversy. They deserve more attention
than this paper allows, save to say, that issues
concerning assessing pupil attainments, such as
the Phonics Screening Check (PSC)6 for young
children have been particularly thorny. We may
not have achieved perfection in this domain but
we must keep working to improve it rather than
kicking regular assessment of pupil performance
into touch and thereby weaken our capacity to
plan and match teaching to children’s different but
developing abilities.
Further, unmet expectations in the case of children
who struggle to learn to read and present Specific
Learning Difficulties, such as those associated
with dyslexia, remain a serious concern, especially
when opportunities for progress are lost.
Ed Balls, an erstwhile, highly estimable, Secretary
of State for Education, is more likely to be
remembered by most of the voting public in
England for his hugely entertaining but hardly
gold-standard, TV performances in ‘Strictly
Come Dancing,’ rather than for his triumphs in
battling for children who struggle to learn to
read. However, he it was who, following our 2009
Dyslexia Review, secured £10 million to improve
the quality of training and increase the numbers of
skilled teachers of dyslexic children.7
The £10 million for tackling dyslexia is a telling
example of where ministers provided the means,
but many schools could not take advantage of the
initiative. In short, they could not afford to employ
those who had been trained despite the fact
6 https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/phonics-screening-check-and-keystage-1-assessments-england-2019, National Statistics Phonics screening
check and key stage 1 assessments: England 2019 Accessed 28-220
7 https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1194726/Thousands-teachers-trained-dyslexic-specialists-10m-government-initiative.html Accessed 28-220
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that high quality training for dyslexia has considerable
potential for boosting the quality of teaching reading in
general.
Moreover, despite the considerable sums spent on
research in neuro-science and cognitive psychology,
and investments in ‘raising awareness’ of its existence,
‘dyslexia denial’ – the claim that dyslexia does not
exist – continues to hamper progress. While much has
been done, especially in primary schools, over the last
decade or so to raise standards of literacy, the teaching
of dyslexic children, has not kept pace with those
improvements and is stubbornly resistant to change.
In England, our modest gains in reading performance
on international league tables, such as, the Programme
for International Reading Study (PISA), in the case of
15-year-olds, and considerably better than modest gains
on the Progress in International Reading Study (PIRLS)8 ,
in the case of 10-year-olds, have been hard won. Further,
these gains can mask the effects of ingrained socioeconomic stratification that is associated with the socalled ‘long tail of under-performance’ of disadvantaged
children, especially those who struggle with reading. At
the time of writing, a survey made headlines in England
reporting that ‘poor white working-class boys’ are our
most disadvantaged group of young people.
While poverty is undoubtedly a worrying factor, it is not
the whole story. There are more than a few examples
where impoverished circumstances have not held back
the educational progress of poor white working-class
boys9 . Moreover, as Andraeus Schleicher, the Director
for Education and Skills has said: ‘Disadvantage is not
destiny’ 10, This suggests that we should not accept that
the best we do now is the best we can hope for.
All things may not yet be, ‘bright and beautiful’, but we
should travel in the faith that we are getting better at
identifying the right steps to literacy and teaching them
in right order.
Jim Rose
February 2020
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A former headteacher, Sir Jim Rose went on to be Director
of Inspection for the Office for Standards in Education
(Ofsted). Since retiring from the post in 1999, he has acted
as a consultant and independent reviewer of government
enquiries. At the request of the Secretary of State for
Education, Jim has led several independent reviews
including a Review of the Teaching of Early Reading
(2006), a Review of the Primary Curriculum (2008) and
a review of the Teaching of Dyslexia (2009). He is also
president of the National Foundation for Education
Research
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Using
Skype
Jane Dupree
Using Skype to
deliver Specialist
Tuition to
students with
SpLD:
an update for the new
decade of the 20’s

Summary
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This article aims to discuss the use of Skype for students and tutors, and to offer
others some insight into what supports us in making online delivery successful for
those of you considering the use of online teaching. It is perhaps easy to see how
an online lesson is suited to older students but less easy to imagine how a lesson
for a young student with emergent literacy skills can work effectively in delivering a
more ‘traditional’ language based multi-sensory dyslexia lesson. The key is to build
student and parent confidence in the use of Skype and to develop wrap around
resource for a lesson. This article details how this transition from face-to-face
teaching is the next step in developing such support for the 21st century parent and
learner.
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e
I have been delivering specialist tutoring using Skype as
an online platform as part of a tutoring package for over
15 years. In September 2017, I took a giant leap of faith,
confident in the knowledge that we knew Skype tuition was
just as effective as face to face tuition, as tracked by our
annual assessments, together with our students’ GCSE and
A level results, and made the decision to move Brainwaves
to a fully online tuition service. There were many reasons
for this move, not all of which would be of interest in this
article but the move prompted us as a company to look
closely at how we would improve upon our existing Skype
lessons and develop a tuition service, including a wide
range of wrap around tools and resources. This would be
available to any student with a Specific Learning Difficulty:
wherever they live, whatever their age and whatever level
of skill they come to us with. This article aims to discuss
the use of Skype for students and tutors, and to offer
others some insight into what supports us in making online
delivery successful for those of you considering the use
of online teaching. Whilst a few of our clients did not feel
Skype was for their child, and hence did not transition with
us, most of our clients did. We have, since moving fully
online, continued to grow both our student and tutor base:
nowadays most parents ( and children) are very competent
technically and do not see the use of Skype as a barrier to
learning. As one of our new parents, whose child began
lessons with us in September 2019, replied when asked
if, following their 6 week trial period, they wished to
continue:
“K and I are absolutely thrilled with his Brainwaves
lessons. His confidence grows weekly and for the first
time ever he looks forward to learning. 100 times yes to
carrying on please!”
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The technical aspects of
Skype as a tool
My last article for the PATOSS Bulletin, 2013, went into
great detail on the basic use of Skype. However, since
then most readers will have had personal experience of
using Facetime, WhatsApp, Zoom or Skype to keep in
touch with family and friends so the technical aspects
of how to add contacts, access a chat facility, share files
etc are less detailed here as they are common to many
online platforms. For those completely new, you may
wish to read the old article, which can be accessed from
our web site: www.brainwavesinternational.online to
add to your knowledge.
So what are we doing currently and why are we
only using Skype? Yes, there are many other online
interfaces; but we have 6 tutors who all need to keep
in touch and we need one interface that is easy for all
parents and tutors to access with familiarity. We also
insist that a student uses either a laptop, desktop or
Chromebook. It is important they download (free)
Skype for desktop-available for both Mac and Windows:
https://www.skype.com/en/get-skype/download-skypefor-desktop To do this, ensure that the ‘Desktop’ icon is
black and click on the blue oval below to download the
correct desktop version.
The desktop version permits easy use of the shared
screen and the chat facility at the same time as being
able to see each other on the video - all essential for
good teaching and features not always found together
in other online tools. Using a laptop or a desktop
computer ensures that the screen is large enough for
good relationships to be established. We do permit
additional use of iPads and phones, but they are not
suitable as the main medium for their Skype lesson.
In addition, a Skype lesson is dependent on a good
broadband connection, and so it is essential to ask for
a speed test first: https://www.speedtest.net. Since
Microsoft bought Skype in 2011, they have continued to
improve it; it is now effective for video calls with much
lower download and upload speeds (2.5Mb and 1.5Mb
respectively). We ask parents to check their speeds at
the time of day we have planned their lesson for, since
speeds can vary considerably once the American users
wake up and before the West has gone to bed. However,
in the last year or so most homes now have access to
good broadband speeds: something we struggled with
in the very early years. There may be an odd occasion
when you have to ask your student to check that their
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siblings are not on Netflix or their Xbox - but most parents
help with this before a lesson starts and we have a ‘Skype
Etiquette Sheet’ with advice that includes this.
In addition to the use of Skype, each student needs to have
their own cloud based storage system for us to share. We
have, traditionally, used Dropbox, their free version permits
storage of 2GB, ample for sharing worksheets, texts, word
and PDF documents. However, many students are familiar
with Google Docs, and use this at school so do not have
‘Word’ on their home computer, and we are happy to set up
shared folders using G-Drive, or other cloud based facilities.
Dependent on the age of the student these folders are used
to: upload work, board games and worksheets that need
to be printed out in preparation for a lesson, upload work
from school or University that they wish to have support
with or for you to comment on, and upload photos from
exercise books or text books where they found they are
struggling to understand and want help. Hence it can be
seen that the shared storage system is two way - and the
older a student the more it becomes a means of them
taking control of their own learning and developing the
intrapersonal skills they need in order to be successful
learners.
One of my 6th form students recently uploaded a very
challenging journal article to her Dropbox, considering
two academic arguments regarding Kingship in the Tudor
period. She was struggling to decode and process its
complexity (it was of undergraduate level) and was asking if
I would ‘read it aloud’ for her. Instead, our lesson paved the
way for skills in readiness for University. We talked about
the abstract, the key words, read the introductory and
concluding paragraphs before I read the article and revised
highlighting first and last sentences within paragraphs. In
her next lesson the student said she was the only student
in her class at school that could explain the two arguments
and “all I did was re-read the first and last paragraphs to
remind myself of the premise of the arguments and their
two view points”.
Having myself just read the article from the Winter 2019
Bulletin: Stress, Shame and SEND by Roderick Nicolson
it reminded me that, as a student with dyslexia, she had
moved in her classroom environment from a potentially
stressful situation into one of success and intellectual
thinking. A lesson with an older student is flexible using
Skype; had she been rushing to attend a face to face
session she may well have forgotten to bring the article.
In the comfort of her home work station, she had time to
think about the most useful way to use her support and
to develop IT skills, learning how to use additional tools
within a PDF document to add notes and colour code her
highlighting.
It is perhaps easy to see how an online lesson suits older
students but less easy to imagine how a lesson for a
young student can work effectively in delivering a more
‘traditional’ language based multisensory dyslexia lesson.
Many of you will be familiar with Google Docs ‘share’
facility, that permits both you and the secondary school
7 6 / PATOSS CONFERENCE PROGRAMME 2020

or University student to write (or use the Voice typing
tab) on the same document without the need for
screen share. Modelling and instant feedback becomes
simple. But how do you design an online lesson for a
younger student whose literacy or numeracy skills are
still emerging?
As a company we have developed, and continue to
develop, wrap around skills and resources to support
tutors and our younger students. Firstly, we have a
1-hour pre-teaching session. Before this we will have
set up Skype and shared contact details. This session
is delivered using a group Skype chat with myself,
their allocated tutor, the parents and child. We can all
see and hear each other. Its purpose is twofold. Firstly,
to build student and parent confidence in the use of
Skype for a lesson: our protocol at the beginning of
a lesson using the chat to say you are ready to logon
before calling by video, logging off, practising the
screen share and using the chat for teaching and to
send emoticons. It is very difficult to visualise what a
lesson using Skype will look like, and hence to make
the leap from face to face to online teaching. This
reticence is felt by tutors and parents alike. Hence our
6 week trial whilst people get to know its potential,
expressed below by one of our newer parents.
You would be amazed at how quickly and confidently
this is grasped by the children, (remember they are
digitally confident).
Trying to find a tutor for my daughter that was local
was impossible. I was dubious as I had never used
Skype before let alone my 8 year old.
I can say this has been the best decision I could
have made for helping my daughter progress with
her education. Skype is easy to use and makes the
whole tutoring experience more interesting for
everyone. She has grown on confidence and has
come in leaps and bounds at school.
Jane and my daughter’s assigned tutor are
amazing. So helpful and knowledgeable. At the end
of the phone whenever you need them!!
© Patoss

Its second purpose is to assess and plan for their
individualised teaching programme - so that the first lesson
has its Goldilocks element and is ‘just right’- not too hard
and not too easy and can include personalised elements
of their hobbies, favourite characters in games, films
and books etc. Some students will have had a diagnostic
assessment, and parents will share school reports too, but
we also use assessment tools - (and this is used first and
foremost if available). We use an online maths assessment
which not only standardises the child’s results but analyses
geometry, numeracy ,algebra, etc. We use Literacy
Assessment Online https://www.literacyassessment.co.uk
to comprehensively assess phonological skills, reading
comprehension and current spelling levels and to provide
us with a baseline to measure progress. But most of all we
listen to the child and the parents to ascertain where the
stresses are, what they wish to achieve from their lessons
and for us during any assessments to observe, observe,
observe.
Our younger children have their own Nessy login, and we
may use this during the pre- teaching assessment to see
how independent the child can be in sharing the screen,
logging in to online resources, and what strategies they
use during the Nessy spelling challenge. Our younger
children may have their parent sit beside them for the first
few lessons, and be there at the beginning of all lessons to
make sure all is well. But it is surprising how quickly they
begin to trust themselves and their tutor and use them for
any difficulties and insist they are left alone to enjoy their
lesson and build trusting relationships with their tutor.
The first time, as a tutor, you get a smiley emoticon as a
thank you from a quiet, unconfident student who starts as a
virtual non- reader at the end of their lesson is magical - it is
why we all teach.
Once the pre-teaching session has taken place each
student is sent a resource box, with personalised resources
depending on whether they will be having a literacy, maths
lesson, or study skill lesson. All students’ boxes contain a
white board, white board rubber and pens, comprehensive
stationery kits including highlighter pens, glue

Diagram 1. Dual cameras-toggling between the resources and
white board or the Facetime view.
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scissors etc, exercise books, folders and dividers, a hole
puncher and where required handwriting books. This
means we still build in time for organisational skills. By
having these resource boxes we do not waste time at
the beginning of lessons. Additional items will include
books, a Stile Tray, wooden alphabets and our
comprehensive maths resource box ( below). In addition,
our students will have access to logins provided by
Brainwaves on : Units of Sound, Nessy Reading and
Spelling or Nessy Numbers, Tackling Tables, Number
Shark, Maths Buster and e-books for reading. Each child
has what they require, at the time their tutor decides it
is pertinent. Our outlay per student is expensive - but
it is what makes our lessons work well and has the
advantage of personalised logins able to be shared in the
child’s school where desired, and continued at home if
parents wish. We never intended to be a lesser company
than a bricks and mortar Centre, just a different 21st
Century organisation.
At the moment I have just begun to experiment
with giving Year 9 and above students, who will be
handwriting their GCSEs rather than using the laptop,
a Rocket Book (https://getrocketbook.co.uk/). This
permits instant sharing of handwritten work and hence
instant feedback. So far, their feedback is positive. Our
new tutor introduced the idea of dual cameras - toggling
between the resources and white board or the Facetime
view and this has really enhanced our maths tuition and
handwriting support.
Our resources are, just like those used in a face to
face session, not the reason why our students make
progress. It is our skills as qualified dyslexia tutors with
knowledge of the school curriculum who can observe
and understand a student’s learning behaviours, then
plan, and teach on a 1:1 basis to meet a child’s needs.
Sadly, resources in state schools do not permit such
lessons on many occasions. As a professional body we
strive to achieve this, but know that, at best, government
resources for 1:1 tuition will be for those students
deemed to have ‘severe’ need. Many of our students
do not fit this category, although we do teach students
with EHCPs too. Our use of Skype is, to those of us who
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have now used it for their tutoring for over 4 years, second
nature. But it is a skill that takes time to adapt to. It is not
worse, or better, it is different and yet the same. It remains
specialist teaching and if you wish to trial Skype for yourself
here is my newest teacher’s reflections on her first term’s
experience.
“I started working with Brainwaves International Online
and Skype in September after 20 years working in a
Montessori Primary School as head of curriculum and
training and the school’s SENCo. I was ready to make
the move but wondered how I would be able to use my
Montessori philosophy in a virtual environment. Having
had my initial training with Jane, observing Jane’s
and another tutor’s lessons and taking part in a Skype
lesson myself, I soon realised that I would be able to
use all my skills and the only difference was my contact
was through the screen and not sat next to my student.
Using two cameras I was able to set up the materials
and work through examples with the student as if
they were right next to me. The student has the same
resources as I have, so we work together, step by step.
I also found that you have to plan very carefully and be
incredibly organised as often you will say ‘goodbye’ to
one student and ‘hello’ to the next within a matter of
minutes. This again I thought I would find a challenge
but I was amazed at how completely immersed in each
student I was and totally focused on their lesson and
their learning needs. I am finding more and more ways of
incorporating hands on experiences for the student and
adapting materials to be cost and space saving as well
as attractive for the older learner. For the 21st Century
world where we are trying to save the planet by less
travelling, Skype makes perfect sense.”

So, as long as we continue as tutors to develop our teaching
skills concurrent with IT skills and knowledge of what new
tools and resources are available to support teaching, (and
visiting BETT; https://www.bettshow.com is a biannual
event that I would thoroughly recommend to all tutors of
students with SpLDs) I know we are offering teaching that
will equip our students with the tools to succeed in the
world they now live in.

Resources

accessed 27/02/2020
Brainwaves: www.brainwavesinternational.online
Broadband speed test: https://www.speedtest.net
Dropbox free version: https://www.dropbox.com/install
Nessy reading and spelling( Nessy numbers currently being
updated): https://www.nessy.com/uk/
Online literacy assessment-phonological, spelling
and reading comprehension skills: https://www.
literacyassessment.co.uk
Skype for desktop: https://www.skype.com/en/get-skype/
download-skype-for-desktop
Units of Sound literacy programme.school and individual
tutor rates available: https://www.unitsofsound.com/

Details

Jane Dupree is Founder of Brainwaves Education Ltd and
Brainwaves International Online, Dyslexia and Literacy
Educational Support organisations offering a range of
assessment, training and consultancy services. More recently the Dyslexia and Literacy Centre has moved online
and is now Brainwaves International Online.

Get your Patoss
APC Now!
Reports you do now
will have greater longevity
Diagnostic reports for a learner at any age are acceptable as
future evidence for Disabled Students Allowance if you hold a
current Assessment Practicing Certificate (APC)
To find out more visit our website
www.patoss-dyslexia.org/apc
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• Ages 4 to 16+
• Great for literacy
intervention:
SEND, EAL &
year 7 & 8 catch-up
• New placement test and
automatic progression
• Adaptable, easy to
access, great for
homework
• Version ‘5’ products
still available!

www.wordshark.co.uk
020 8748 5927
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sales@wordshark.co.uk

NOW
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30
Years
of
P
The beginnings
of Patoss

Over 30 years ago!

Current and new readers of the Patoss Bulletin probably haven’t given much thought to how the Patoss
organisation came into being; so 30+ years on, it seems an opportune moment to reflect on its inception and
consider whether its original aims have been fulfilled.
Certainly, it’s a truism that “from tiny acorns, mighty oaks can grow.”
On 31st January 1987 about 35 students from the first three pilot courses of the RSA Diploma, the predecessor of
the OCR diploma, from Watford, Harrow and Evesham gathered together at Evesham College to receive the first
Diplomas in SpLD.
Today Patoss has almost 3,000 members (2,936 to be precise, at time of writing), there are 27 l Patoss local
groups; Patoss has provided 10,125 CPD hours; and the Patoss Guide Assessing for Access Arrangements has just
published its 5th edition.
Not bad considering that those Diplomatists who were elected or rather “press ganged” to stand for office
became the de facto committee and had no idea what they were letting themselves in for!
It was proposed by Dr Victor Booth, Chairman of the RSA Committee, that an association should be set up to
support SpLD teachers, to disseminate information about dyslexia and to bring into sharper focus the needs of
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There was a great deal of initial enthusiasm from the
Diplomatists present, partly because the year–long RSA
course was demanding, both intellectually and practically
and those present were somewhat euphoric to have actually
passed, and partly because the two Course tutors, Violet
Brand and Grace McQuaid had such personal charisma and
knowledge that participants felt empowered by these two
women to go forth and spread the word about dyslexia.
Seven Diplomatists were nominated from the floor and they
comprised the steering committee. Regular Sunday meetings
took place at Kingham Hill School in Oxfordshire during
the following year and the original committee members
remember the long drive up the M40, how cold it was in the
school with no heating on, and Hilary Green, Chair, turning
up with water in a washing up liquid container so that all the
tea and coffee had a faint tang of Fairy liquid!
The committee had to set up a Constitution; open a bank
account; canvass for members and design and disseminate
information via a professional journal, to be known as the
‘ Bulletin’ the forerunner of the one you are reading today!
The first Patoss Bulletin was published in March 1988.
The committee also organised a conference to bring the
membership together and to offer CPD. No easy tasks for a
bunch of professional teachers (all female) with busy lives,
families and demanding teaching jobs!
Val Hammond remembers that she came up with the Patoss
logo and her husband, who was a creative artist, created
the corporate identity, which seems to have survived to the
present day, with the addition of the large tick!
It is salutary to bear in mind that up to this point there had
been no Specific Learning Difficulties teaching qualification
officially
recognised by the Department for Education, and whilst
there were organisations which helped parents and some
centres of excellence in the private sector, provision for
pupils with SpLD in the state system ranged from woefully
inadequate to totally non- existent.

Violet approached the RSA (Royal Society of Arts) in 1983
seeking approval and validation for the proposed course.
She chose the RSA because they promoted and validated
EFL courses for teachers of students for whom English
was a foreign language, so they had prior expertise in
teacher training programmes.
The RSA were interested in this novel proposal and a
working party was established, comprising Violet Brand;
Gill Cotterell; Elaine Miles, backed by other experts in the
field like Dr Margret Newton and Helen Arkell.
For new readers of the Patoss Bulletin, Gill Cotterell, was
a pioneer at The Word Blind Centre, an early dyslexia
teaching centre in London in the 1960s. She was the
first Assessor for the RSA scheme, and created teaching
materials such as her Diagnostic Spelling Tests and
Phonic Reference Cards based on her experience of
teaching dyslexic children.
Elaine Miles was a teacher at The Bangor Dyslexia Centre,
the wife of Professor Tim Miles and had co-authored the
book Help for Dyslexic Children (1963) amongst other
publications.
Helen Arkell was a legendary figure who had founded
the Helen Arkell Dyslexia Centre in Farnham. The centre
was represented at the RSA in those early days by Gail
Goedkoop, who became its Director and who ran one of
the early RSA SpLD courses so successfully.
The other formidable member of the first RSA committee
was Dr Margaret Newton who became the Chief Assessor.
Margaret was a psychologist who founded the Aston

Both Violet Brand and Grace McQuaid had their roots in Adult
Literacy training where they had encountered many dyslexic
adults. Both were keenly aware that something had to be
done to establish an in-service course with a practical base,
to overcome the stigma and prejudice about dyslexia, and
to train teachers to use effective remedial techniques which
would address pupils’ needs through the age range and
prevent them needing adult literacy schemes.
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House Dyslexia Trust and her Aston Index published in 1976
was one of the only diagnostic tools available to teaching
colleagues.
Dr Margaret Newton wrote in the first Bulletin “I would
consider that my association with this Diploma has been
one of the most significant events of my professional
life, beginning so many years ago with Bartlett’s ‘effort
after meaning’….. in what was such a puzzling learning
phenomenon……and [that] the visionary hopes of the
original 1870 Act for universal literacy will be realised... “
Under the first chairmanship of Hilary Green, the Patoss
committee was established from the ranks of the
pilot cohort. It flourished in those early days by sheer
persistence, professional camaraderie and a keen desire to
maintain the impetus generated by the pilot-course tutors.
It is therefore not surprising to learn that many of that
original cohort of teachers fulfilled Violet and Grace’s
ambitions by becoming Course tutors themselves, others
became Course Verifiers, Chief Verifiers, Heads of Dyslexia
centres and specialist schools, establishing training
facilities across the country in FE, HE and within the private
sector. Some of us are still actively working in the SpLD
field 30 years later.
Jackie Murray (Ferman) who was the first Editor of The
Bulletin, headed up the Watford Dyslexia Unit, tutored
RSA and OCR courses and became the Principal of Fairley
House School. Jane Inglese became an RSA course tutor
in Harrow and went on to spearhead services for Autistic
children, Val Hammond founded ‘Partners in Education’
(PIE) with Margaret Bevan, and Nancy Ridehalgh
established the Broxbourne Dyslexia Unit. Prue Ruback
edited the Patoss Bulletin for 23 consecutive issues, and
after a stint as RSA Course tutor and External Verifier
became Chief Verifier. Sue Duberley became assessor for a
mid-Glamorgan centre. Lesley Kewley established an SpLD
unit in a Cheltenham secondary school. Jackie Tubb was
appointed Co-ordinator of SpLD services in Hereford and
Worcester. Hilary Green set up an SpLD unit at Kingham Hill
School.
By 1987 there were 14 centres around the UK offering the
RSA Diploma. Prue Ruback was seconded by Patoss to the
RSA working party and helped to restructure and broaden
the scheme, for Diploma and Certificate levels, and to
create the CLANSA which encompassed teaching assistants
who actually worked with so many SpLD children.
Other notable successes from those early days included
the successful lobbying of the then Minister of Education,
Eric Forth, for SpLD to be included in the SEN Code of
Practice (1994). Violet, Prue and Gill Backhouse went up
to the Department for Education accompanied by Bowen
Wells MP to raise the profile of dyslexia and succeeded in
ensuring that SpLD was recognised in the Code of Practice.
Gill Backhouse subsequently wrote the first guidelines
for Access Arrangements for Special Assessment Needs
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for the Joint Council for Qualifications, which became
the benchmark publication for exam officers and exam
boards. It has continued into its 5th edition the revisions
expertly handled by subsequent authors and editors.
Many of the services and facilities provided today for
Patoss members can trace their beginnings to the sterling
work done in those early days by a dedicated bunch of
volunteer professional teachers!
I think it can safely be said that the original aims of the
founding committee have been realised.
Those aims were:
• to disseminate current research on SpLD through
publications and conferences
• to provide a forum for teachers of SpLD to contact
each other and network via a structured organisation
• to publicise practical teaching ideas which might help
the grassroots teacher
• to be the frontline organisation for teachers and
families needing SpLD information and possible
assistance.
Colleagues, please look at the history of Patoss and its role
in increasing recognition of SpLD with appreciation for
those early committee members and for those who serve
on the board now.
Look how far we have come in just over 30 years!

Details
Val Hammond from 1985/6 Patoss member 008
Jackie Murray (Ferman) from 1985/6 Patoss member 003
Prue Ruback from 1985/6 Patoss member 005
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Increase independence
& confidence

Raises student
attainment

£200.00 ex VAT

Free 30-day trial available to all
schools, colleges and universities

Supports EAL
students

“There is clear indication that
many of the participants did
benefit from development
of vocabulary, reading
comprehension, confidence,
and independence through
the six weeks of pen use.”

Improves reading
comprehension

www.readerpen.co.uk
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BATH SPA
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UNIVERSITY, 2018
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Advertorial
Microlink consults at Government level, wins numerous
awards for its dedication to people with disabilities and
sources the latest technology to deliver a service to their
customers that’s second to none.

Microlink are experts in the field of assistive technology
and workplace adjustments. They have enabled over a half
a million people with disabilities and health conditions to
succeed in education and employment. Their solutions
and award-winning workplace interventions support over
1.2 million employees within the UK’s largest organisations
providing a portfolio of high quality, low cost, proven solutions
that remove barriers at work.

Our vision is to create an inclusive society which embraces
diversity and releases a person’s potential no matter their
disability or health condition.

The company provides assistive technology and ergonomic
tools to schools, colleges universities and the workplace. From
dyslexia to arthritis, to visual and hearing loss, back pain to
fibromyalgia, whatever the condition, Microlink can assess,
advise, supply, train and support anyone with a condition as
well as offering teachers the chance to learn about and share
technology solutions that help their students.

Supporting you when
you need it the most
While all teachers and private tutors
take great pride in their work, insurance
claims can arise from the most unlikely
quarters, often through no fault of your
own and sometime after you have taught
a particular student.
The risks faced can be wide ranging,
from students tripping over and hurting
themselves, to dissatisfied parents
raising concerns over a potential lack
of progress or exam failure. As a tutor
or small business, protecting yourself
with Professional Indemnity insurance,
Public & Employers Liability insurance
and cover for your own property, provide
peace of mind for both you and your
students.
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As a member of PATOSS you have
access to an exclusive insurance scheme
provided by Gallagher insurance brokers,
specifically designed to suit the needs
of teachers and tutors. Get in touch with
the team today on 0800 288 4924
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Topical Address

Lynn Greenwold

Summary of Patoss Address

Where are we
now?

Introduction

Once again external influences impact our practice. Each year or two we see
policy changes that have tremendous impact on the support our learners can
access and on our practice as professionals.
Now we are facing one of our biggest challenges with the current pandemic and
its concomitant lockdown.
We are always working with our learners to develop new strategies and better
ways of working with their strengths. Now we, as practitioners, are looking at
how we can embrace these new circumstances and offer alternative methods
of support to our learners. Although the current situation could be seen as an
obstacle, we are now in a position to learn new skills and develop our practice.
As we rise to the challenges and opportunities they present, I will be reviewing
how we have addressed changes over the past year and how we can work to
continue to provide quality support to our clients.

Details

Lynn Greenwold, OBE, Patoss CEO
lgreenwold@patoss-dyslexia.org
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2020 Training & Events

Diagnosing, Assessment and
Supporting Dyspraxia in
Post-16 Education:
SASC Authorised
18th June 2020
10am-4.15pm
London

Exploring Current Issues in
SpLD - Mental Health and
SpLD

Diagnostic Assessments for the
Workplace:
SASC Authorised

Making Supportive and
Fair Recommendations in
Complex HE Reports

24th June 2020
10am-12.45pm
London

1st July 2020
10am-4.15pm
London

7th July 2020
10am-4.15pm
London

The vast majority of people with
1/10 school children and 1/4 HE
A course designed for specialist
dyslexia will be in the workplace.
students have significant mental
teachers/assessors who wish to
This course enables diagnostic
health issues, increasing to 40%
develop their knowledge and
assessors to extend their practice
if the learner has a Learning
practice in conducting diagnostic
into the workplace.
Difference. The course will
assessment for Dyspraxia/DCD
demonstrate how to apply both
in those aged 16 years and
CBT and applied counselling
above. The course will review
strategies in a learning setting.
the DIDA-Diagnostic interview for During the COVID-19 outbreak we are
DCD in Adults - which is a SASC
• delivering more and new training online
requirement for assessing post
• re-scheduling some face-to-face training
16 learners.

The course will use case
studies to explore ways of
making supportive and fair
recommendations that address
individual needs in complex
cases. The case studies will
include students who are eligible
for the DSA (with and without
EAL) and those who are not
(international students, no SpLD
general learning difficulties)

Watch the Patoss website for updates or contact our
events team: training@patoss-dyslexia.org

SpLD Tricky Profiles - Primary
& Secondary (Half Day):
SASC Authorised
8th July 2020
10am-12.45pm
London
A practical session which enables
specialist teachers/ assessors
working with primary and
secondary learners to extend
their skills both in assessment
and support of SpLD Learners.

What Makes an Effective
Primary Assessment?:
SASC Authorised
8th July 2020
1.30pm-4.15pm
London
Effective early primary
assessment for Dyslexia/ SpLDs
is essential to help to comply
with the Code of Practice to
enable support for the learner.
This course will show what
makes effective assessment for
the primary phase.

To book visit...
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JCQ Access Arrangements:
Assessment and Management
2019/2020
This popular and highly regarded
CPD has been fully updated and
is the ideal way for assessors and
Sencos to deepen their knowledge
and understanding of assessment
and reporting for Access
Arrangements in GCSE and GCEs.

16th Sept 2020 10am-4.15pm
Manchester
17th Sept 2020 10am-4.15pm
Leeds
22nd Sept 2020 10am-4,.15pm
Exeter
23rd Sept 2020 10am-4.15pm
Southampton
24th Sept 2020 10am-4.15pm
Oxford

8th Sep 2020 10am-4.15pm
London

29th Sept 2020 10am-4.15pm
Cardiff

9th Sep 2020 10am-4.15pm
London

30th Sept 2020 10am-4.15pm
Birmingham

10th Sept 2020 10am-4.15pm
London

1st Oct 2020 10am-4.15pm
London

15th Sept 2020 10am-4.15pm
Liverpool

13th Oct 2020 10am-4.15pm
Deganwy
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2020 Training & Events

ASSESSING FOR
ACCESS
ARRANGEMENTS
Next cohort starting
September 2020
Meeting the JCQ requirements for
access arrangements assessor
training and is equivalent to Level
7. Successful completion of the
course will enable participants to
carry out assessments for access
arrangements in GCSE and GCE
qualifications.

Also avaialble as:
If you feel your education
centre would benefit from holding an
on-site AAA course please get in touch by
emailing:

Developing your Dyslexic
Students’ Self-Esteem
17th November 2020
10am-4.15pm
London
Low self-esteem is a feature of
dyslexia. Clean language is a
proven strategy to raise your
students’ self-concept and will
form part of this course.

Diagnostic Assessment
at Secondary Level: Best
Practice in Testing and
Reporting:
SASC Authorised
18th November 2020
10am-4.15pm
London
A day designed for assessors
in SpLD to gain or refresh their
knowledge in the assessment
of students at KSt 3/4, including
pertinent factors related to this
age range and how to write
accessible, informative reports.
The analysis of data and learner
profiles to form confident
conclusions is discussed in

To book visit...
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SpLD/Dyslexia: Professional
Practice in Assessment &
Reporting “PPAR”
Patoss is working in collaboration
with the University of South Wales
to deliver a 30 credit Level 7, SASC
authorised module, leading to an
Assessment Practising Certificate
(APC). This module will provide you
with the theoretical foundation,
appropriate tools and supervised
practice to develop your existing
specialist skills into those of the
specialist teacher assessor.
The next course is due to commence
in September 2020 with four Londonbased attendance sessions, held on
Saturdays, which will take place from
September 2020 to January 2021.
Course fees: £2200 per person
invoiced on successful application.

SpLD Assessment at
Primary Level: Interpreting
Findings and Making
Recommendations
24th November 2020
10am-4.15pm
London
This course is for assessors at
the Primary level and focuses
on taking the assessment
findings forward into positive
and effective recommendations
for both students, parents and
teachers.

Assessing Adolescent and
post -16 learners with EAL
and/or Complex Linguistic
Backgrounds:
SASC Authorised
7th October 2020
10am-4.15pm
London
One in eight 16-18 year olds
studying in the UK have an EAL
background. This workshop
will enhance understanding of
the issues involved in assessing
students with English as an
additional language/ complex
linguistic histories for SpLDs.

Interpreting Findings and
Making Recommendations:
Diagnostic Assessment at
Secondary Level:
SASC Authorised
25th November 2020
10am-4.15pm
London
In response to requests this
course follows-on from the
popular Diagnostic Assessment at
Secondary Level day and focuses
on taking the assessment findings
forward into positive and effective
recommendations for both
student and teacher.
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READER, COME HOME

The Reading Brain in a Digital World
By
Maryanne Wolf

From the author of the critically acclaimed
and best-selling PROUST AND THE
SQUID, comes a lively, erudite, and deeply
thoughtful look at the future of the reading
brain as we become increasingly dependent
on screens and computers for how and what
we think.
Literacy is one of the single-most transformative human
achievements, altering connections within the brain,
changing the lives of individuals, and propelling the
intellectual trajectory of our species. Within that context,
the facts of how we read, what we read, and why we read
are changing at an ever-accelerating pace and require our
collective attention and vigilance. A decade ago, in her
ground-breaking book Proust and the Squid: The Story
and Science of the Reading Brain, celebrated author, Tufts
University and UCLA Professor Maryanne Wolf revealed
how the human brain learned to read and the life-changing
effects this human invention has had upon how we think
and feel. Drawing now on unfolding research, her new book
READER, COME HOME: The Reading Brain in a Digital World
(Harper; Hardcover; ISBN 13: 9780062388780) chronicles
the changes in the brains of children and adults as they
read while immersed in digitally dominated mediums.
Wolf describes how the plasticity of the reading brain
circuit underlies how and why this circuit is changing in
response to the emphasis on speed and multi-tasking
demanded of our brains today. The effects of the digital
world on attention, memory, and the nature of thought
present unique challenges and complex questions about
the formation of the next reading brain. These include:
•

Immersed in multi-tasking and fast-moving media,
will the present and next generation learn to develop
and allocate time to “slower” cognitive processes like
critical thinking, personal reflection, imagination, and
empathy that are all part of deep reading?

•

Will the mix of seemingly continuous distractions
for children’s attention and their quick access to
voluminous information, give them too little incentive
to build their own storehouses of knowledge and think
more independently?

•

Will the chain of digital influences ultimately impact
the use of the critical, analytical and empathic
capacities necessary for a democratic society? Will
such potential changes leave us more susceptible to
false news and demagoguery?

•

How can we preserve deep reading processes in future
iterations of the reading brain, as we acquire ever
newer cognitive processes necessary for life in the 21st
century?

Written in a series of letters addressed to her readers,
READER, COME HOME draws on neuroscience, literature,
education, technology, and philosophy, and blends
historical, literary, and scientific facts with down-to-earth
examples and warm anecdotes. With luminous prose,
Wolf illuminates complex ideas that culminate in her
first comprehensive proposal for the development of a
bi-literate reading brain – a brain that reads differently
depending on the medium involved. As Wolf writes, “If
we act wisely at these cultural, cognitive cross-roads, I
believe…that we will forge ever more elaborated reading
circuits.”

“[T]imely and important.... if you love reading and the ways it has enriched your life and our
world, Reader, Come Home is essential, arriving at a crucial juncture in history.”
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Timetable
MORNING SESSION BEGINS AT 10.00
10.00 to 10.15

| Conference opened by Lynn Greenwold OBE, Patoss CEO

10.15 to 10.45

| Dr Amelia Roberts: Wake up Thinking Skills

10.45 to 12.15

| Professor Kate Nation, Learning to read and learning to comprehend: approaches
appropriate for teaching and effectiveness of taking those approaches

12.15 to 1.30

LUNCH BREAK
AFTERNOON SESSION BEGINS AT 1.30

1.30 to 3.00

| Professor Maryanne Wolf, The Reading Brain and Dyslexia in a Digital Age

3.00 to 3.10

| Break 10 minutes to get panel online

3.10 to 3.40

| Question time with “The Panel” - Maryanne Wolf, Kate Nation, Amelia Roberts,
Jim Rose and Lynn Greenwold

3.40 to 4.30

| Lynn Greenwold, Patoss CEO: “Where are we now?” an annual update on
developments and issues over the past yeare

4.30

| Close

2021
CONFERENCE
24 April 2021
© Patoss
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